Module No. 152

Model: A150, W-30, W-350, etc.

[Normal timekeeping mode]

[Setting daily alarm]


[Reading the display]

[Daily alarm mode]

Alarm-ON-mark
Mode Indicator
A (a.m.) or P (p.m.)

[Stopwatch mode]

Mode Indicator Hour
Lap indicator
Minute Second
1/100 second

Press ©

Press ©

Press ©

Press ©

Press © to complete.

* When the watch is in the 24-hour system, the alarm time is displayed in the 24-hour system. Every time the © button is pressed in the alarm time mode, the alarm-ON-mark (©) appears or disappears. When the alarm-ON-mark is lit, the buzzer sounds for 20 seconds at the preset time every day until cleared. To stop the buzzer, press the © button.

[Setting time and calendar]

[Normal timekeeping]

[Second adjusting]


[Stopwatch operation]

A signal confirms start/stop operation. (Working range) The stopwatch display is limited to 11 hours 59 minutes 59.99 seconds. Thereafter it can be reset and started again.

(a) Net time measurement
A (Time loss) (Stop)

(b) Lap time measurement
A (Start) L

(c) 1st-2nd place times
A (Start) L

The first runner finishes.

L (Lap release) L

The second runner finishes. Record the time of the first runner.

L (Lap release) L

The second runner finishes. Record the time of the second runner.

L (Reset)

* In hour setting mode, with every push of © the display is switched between 12-hour and 24-hour formats.

(Independent correction) Correction of any digit, if not required, can be skipped by pressing the © button repeatedly.

[Auto-retrieve function] Any setting display will automatically return to the regular timekeeping mode in 2 or 3 minutes.